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AbstrAct

there has been increasing interest in solar 
convertors, mostly for energy. A further and 
in some cases primary advantage for many 
applications is the immunity to noise and 
interference. Many research disciplines that are 
dependent on sensitive research instrumentation 
can benefit from it, since solar power precludes 
the 60Hz (and multiples) noise of grid power. In 
this paper, we present a study that implements 
solar direct current (D.c.). power to eliminate 

IntroDuctIon

 solar cells convert sunlight to electricity by the 
photovoltaic effect. In contrast to the photoelectric 
(PE) effect, which expels the electron from the mate-
rial, the photovoltaic (PV) effect retains the electron 
while promoting it from the Valence band (Vb) to the 
conduction band (cb) (Figure 1). However, the effi-
ciency of the PV cell is limited by the decay of elec-
trons from the cb back to the Vb.  
 the structure of a solar cell depends on its com-
position. the solar panels employed in this study are 
made of monocrystalline silicon, a continuous silicon 
lattice without almost any impurities or defects. 
 to create regions with excess electrons (n-region) 
and an excess of holes (p-region) respectively, the 
solar cell is doped with elements such as Phosphorus 
and boron to generate a negative (n) and positive (p) 
plate, respectively. the Phosphorus “donates” elec-
trons and becomes positively charged in the n-region 
while the boron “accepts” electrons, becoming nega-

such background disturbances. We measured and 
analyzed the electrical characteristics of a set of 
three industrial solar panels (by sHArP, model 
nu-u235FI) as a function of load resistance, 
sun intensity, and varying weather conditions. 
since a significant decrease in noise is observed 
when batteries are used, these solar panels 
will be used in future projects to continuously 
recharge such batteries to power the amplification 
and data acquisition stages of experiments.

tively charged in the p-region. thus, charge neutrality 
is maintained everywhere. A sharp boundary between 
the n and p-type si is created. 
 there is a natural tendency for electrons to diffuse 
across this boundary into the p-type materials and for 
“holes” to diffuse from the p-type to the n-type mate-
rial resulting in a region depleted of electrons in the 
n-type and holes in the p-type materials (depletion 
region). the n-type region near the p-n boundary thus 
becomes positively charged and the p-type region near 
the boundary becomes negatively charged. A poten-
tial difference between the charge layers results which 
when sufficient, terminated the diffusion process.
 the photovoltaic effect (in its simplest form) in-
volved the generation of electron hole pairs in the de-
pletion region. the electric field due to the potential 
gradient drives the electrons into the p-type region 
where they are collected (before they combine with 
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where r is conductor resistance. the power input from 
the solar panel can be calculated using the relationship 
between power and current. the power (P) is directly 
proportional to the square of the current:

 the efficiency of the solar panels is determined by 
calculating the percentage ratio of maximum output 
power (Pmax) and its corresponding sun power (Psun):

 one of the three solar panels is connected to a 
circuit (see green box in Fig 1) consisting of a switch, 
a variable resistor, and an ammeter. We tested one 
solar panel, since all three are identical, so we can 
limit potential electrical hazards. using series-parallel 
combinations of resistors, we create circuits that had 
resistances varying from 0 to 24 Ω. A light meter 
(EXtEcH EA33) is mounted outdoors at an angle 
identical to that of the solar panels, to measure the 
sun intensity. We then simultaneously measure the 
sun intensity outdoors and the current through the 
created circuit.
 the light meter, however, is limited by its 
spectral sensitivity. therefore, to obtain an accurate 
measurement of the sun intensity that is radiated on 
the solar panels, we performed a calibration analysis 
that treats the sun radiation as a blackbody emission 
with a temperature of 5,777 K [3]. the total intensity 
from the sun (Itotal) is given by:

which is the area under the spectral curve (intensity  
vs light wavelength) for this specific temperature.the 
maximum value that can be measured by the light 
meter (I0), is proportional to the range of wavelengths  
where the sensor is sensitive:

where I(λ0) is the sun radiation density for the 
wavelength λ0 of sensor maximum sensitivity.
using the light meter specifications, provided by the 

the excess holes). the holes are likewise driven into 
the n- type material and combine with electrons in the 
external terminal before they can combine with elec-
trons in the p-type region.
 the angular orientation of the solar panels sig-
nificantly alters the output from solar panels. For this 
study, we chose to orient the panels on a fixed angle. 
such orientation could be optimized for two condi-
tions: 

 (1) smallest variance in maximum output;
 (2) Largest amount of total solar radiation input   
       over a year. 

 optimization (1) was used to determine orienta-
tion because experiments are conducted throughout 
the year and so require a relatively constant power 
source over this time period. optimization (2) implies 
an orientation close to summer condition and severely 
limits the winter energy production.
 the angular orientation of the panels can be 
defined by the declination (azimuth angle) and the 
title angle. the declination is the angular difference 
between the magnetic and geographic poles. the na-
tional Geophysical Data center [1] provides a declina-
tion calculator which computes declination based on 
the location and a specific date. using this calculator, 
we determined the declination for our location to be 
4°, which allows us to orient our panels to the geo-
graphic south Pole. 
 the national renewable Energy Laboratory Data 
center [2] has created the PVWatts calculator which 
provides the solar radiation incident of the PV array 
for each hour of the year as a function of the location 
coordinates and the tilt (panel-to-ground) angle of 
the array. to optimize, we used the PVWatts calcu-
lator to graph solar radiation as a function of month 
for various angles (30°-60°). using optimization (1) 
(Figure 2), we determined the preferred angle of the 
solar panels to be 45° with a variation of 98 Wh/m2/
day. 
 
MAtErIALs AnD MEtHoDs

 to analyze characteristics such as voltage, power, 
and efficiency, we use simple circuitry, based on ohm’s 
law. the current (I) through a conductor between 
two points is directly proportional to the potential 
difference (V) across the same two points:
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manufacturer [4], we find a range of sensitivity of Δλ ~ 
100nm and a specific wavelength, λ0 ~ 550nm. According 
to the blackbody radiation curve for 5,777 K, at λ=550nm, 
the sun radiation is 1.9W/(m2 nm):

From equations 4, 5, and 6, we can see that the light 
meter measures less energy, due to its limited spectral 
sensitivity, by a factor of Itotal / I0:

our analysis indicates that the intensity measured by 
the light meter has to be multiplied by a factor of ~7.2 
to obtain a good estimate of the total sunlight intensity. 
to account for the decrease in efficiency due to 
elevated temperature of the solar cells, we measure the 
temperature using an Infrared thermometer (EXtEcH 
42540). the effect of temperature on efficiency is 
a result of increased electron-hole recombination 
limiting the number of electrons that can contribute to 
the circuit current.

rEsuLts

ExpErimEnt 1
 We first filtered the data for only accurate responses 
(making the correct lexical decision). there were no 
subjects with a significantly low proportion of correct 
responses, and there were no conditions that led 
to particularly low accuracy. the average accuracy 
across all subjects and conditions was 95%.
 Figure 2.1 depicts the priming pattern for the eight 
conditions in this experiment. the reaction times for the 
symbolic gestures-congruent condition was significantly 
faster than the symbolic gestures-unrelated condition 
(t(17) = -4.282, p < .001).  Additionally, landscape-
congruent was significantly faster than landscape-
unrelated (t(17) = -3.9434, p < .001). because of the 
different frequency rate of the congruent words for the 
symbolic gestures and landscapes we were not able to 
compare directly across these two conditions, however 
the data of these two categories are comparable when 
analyzing the magnitude of the priming effect. Another 
finding to note is that all real word responses were 
significantly faster than pseudo-word responses. this 
could be attributed to a frequency or familiarity effect, 

as pseudo-words are never seen in normal reading and 
might be more difficult for people to recognize.
 priming EffEct. the priming effect of the symbolic gesture 
and landscape videos on reaction time for experiment 1 
is shown in figure 3.1. the priming effect was calculated 
by subtracting the average reaction time in the symbolic 
gestures-congruent word condition from the average 
reaction time in the symbolic gestures-unrelated word 
condition. this was done for each subject, resulting in 17 
independent priming effects. these priming effects were 
then averaged to give us an average priming effect. this 
process was repeated for the landscape-congruent word 
and landscape-unrelated word conditions.  
 the average size of the priming effect of symbolic 
gestures on reaction time in experiment 1 was 38ms, 
and 57ms for landscapes. though the priming effect 
was apparently larger for landscapes than for symbolic 
gestures, this was not a statistically significant 
difference (t(17) = -1.208, p < .25).
 SEmantic and LExicaL agrEEmEnt. the pilot study 
also provided data on the strength of semantic and 
lexical agreement for each stimulus used in this 
experiment. thus, we could separate the symbolic 
gesture-congruent word and landscape-congruent 
word conditions further into high and low agreement 
both semantically and lexically. We calculated the 
proportion of pilot subjects that agreed on the 
meaning (semantic) or specific word (lexical) that 
the stimulus was depicting. For example, in the pilot 
study, 93% of subjects agreed that the stimulus shown 
in figure 1.1 meant “stop, halt, get away”; and 81% of 
the pilot subjects submitted that the stimulus meant 
“stop”. these proportions were above the median 
proportion of agreement across all symbolic gestures 
and landscapes (85% for semantic agreement, 60% for 
lexical agreement). thus this stimulus was designated 
as a high semantic agreement and high lexical 
agreement stimulus. Low agreement stimuli were 
those where the proportion of pilot subjects agreeing 
on the meaning or word for a stimulus was below the 
median proportion of agreement.
 We filtered our reaction time data in experiment 1 
by stimuli with high semantic agreement, low semantic 
agreement, high lexical agreement, and low lexical 
agreement; and we did this for symbolic gestures 
and landscapes. We could then average our subjects’ 
reaction times in each of these conditions (i.e. high 
semantic agreement symbolic gestures—congruent 
word, low semantic agreement landscapes—
congruent word, etc.). Figure 4 depicts the average 
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reaction times for each of the conditions.
 A dependent means t-test on the reaction times 
for symbolic gestures with high semantic agreement 
versus low semantic agreement showed a faster 
reaction time for high semantic agreement symbolic 
gestures that was statistically significant (t(17) = 
-4.1652, p < .001). A dependent means t-test on 
symbolic gestures with high versus low lexical 
agreement revealed a statistically significant result as 
well (t(17) = -3.8216, p < .005).
 Interestingly, this effect is not present for landscapes 
for both semantic agreement (t(17) = 0.9127, p < .38) 
and lexical agreement (t(17) = -0.7059, p < .49).
 We repeated the analysis for priming effects on these 
data. comparing the priming effect of high semantic 
agreement symbolic gestures with high semantic 
agreement landscapes did not lead to a statistically 
significant difference, nor did high lexical agreement 
symbolic gestures versus high lexical agreement 
landscapes (p < .80 and p < .62, respectively). 

ExpErimEnt 2
 We first filtered the data for only accurate 
responses (making the correct lexical decision). there 
were no subjects with a significantly low proportion 
of correct responses, and there were no conditions that 
led to particularly low accuracy. the average accuracy 
across all subjects and conditions was 97%.
 Experiment 2 had similar results to experiment 1.  
Figure 2.2 shows the reaction times for each condition.  
there was statistically significant priming for both 
symbolic gestures-congruent word (t(16) = -7.2689, p < 
.0001) and landscape-congruent word (t(16) = -4.4756, 
p < .001). 
 As in experiment 1, the priming effect was 
larger for landscapes (71ms) than symbolic gestures 
(57ms) (figure 3.2), but again there was no significant 
difference between these two means (t(16) = -0.8128, p 
< .4282).
 these results suggest that the same priming 
occurred from the symbolic gestures and landscapes 
regardless of the effector being used to respond.  
While these results are not what we expected, they do 
not rule out the possibility of somatotopically specific 
semantic representation in the mirror neuron system.  
In fact, these data provide a launching pad for future 
tMs studies that can be directed at specific regions of 
the premotor cortex to test the specificity of semantic 
representation in the system. this is discussed in 
further detail below.

DIscussIon

 to summarize, our question was whether there is se-
mantic representation in the mirror neuron system for 
symbolic gestures. to test this, we used a priming para-
digm with a lexical decision task. We found priming when 
subjects viewed videos of symbolic gestures and then re-
sponded to congruent words in a lexical decision task, rel-
ative to unrelated words.  We established landscape trials 
as a baseline measure; however our experiment found 
that significant priming occurred for the landscape-con-
gruent condition as well. Moreover, the symbolic gesture-
congruent word trials were not significantly different 
from the landscape-congruent word; and so no conclu-
sions could be made specifically about semantic repre-
sentation in the mirror neuron system. We recognized 
that these behavioral experiments alone were insufficient 
to answer our question, and must be paired with a series 
of tMs experiments to examine the neural substrates of 
the mirror neuron system and the mechanism of semantic 
representation.
 Further analysis of experiment 1 by separating the 
trials of the experiment according to pilot study data 
on semantic and lexical agreement revealed that high 
agreement in these two categories led to faster reac-
tion times in congruent trials for symbolic gestures, 
but not for landscapes. the fact that highly agreed 
upon gestures had an additional priming effect while 
highly agreed upon landscape primes did not suggests 
some inherent differences between the two types of 
primes. While embodiment theory suggests that this 
boost may be because the symbolic gestures activate 
mirror neurons which house semantic representation 
whereas landscapes do not, our set of experiments 
offer no direct conclusion (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2006).  
our findings for experiment 2 closely matched those 
of experiment 1, except that the priming effect for 
both symbolic gestures and landscapes were larger.  
this was to be expected, however, as the timeframe in 
making a foot response compared to making a hand 
response is longer. one proposed answer to receiving 
the same priming patterns in experiment 2 was that 
semantic activation is extremely diffuse, particularly if 
the video being viewed was 1500ms long. this diffuse 
activation would allow subjects to make quicker de-
cisions on semantically congruent trials regardless of 
whether the mirror neurons were being activated so-
matotopically.
 An unexpected finding that we must discuss is the 
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as semantic primes, it is only the highly agreed upon sym-
bolic gestures that have an additional benefit to compre-
hension. these experiments were insufficient to address 
the relationship between the mirror neuron system and 
semantic representation. However, the paradigm used in 
these behavioral experiments provides a solid framework 
to test the effects of tMs on various regions of the cortex.
 
FuturE DIrEctIons

 transcranial Magnetic stimulation (tMs) has been 
used to create virtual lesions in the brain, and several 
studies have validated its use in disrupting (or en-
hancing, depending on technique) verbal responses to 
gesture production (Gentilucci et al., 2006). A future 
study employing repetitive tMs (rtMs) will be con-
ducted to discover whether creating virtual lesions in 
the premotor cortex or broca’s area can successfully 
abolish the gesture priming found in these behavioral 
experiments.  
 rtMs involves 40 seconds of high frequency bursts 
directed at a particular part of the cortex, and has been 
found to impair that region’s functioning for 45 to 60 
minutes. For the purposes of this future study, rtMs 
will be directed at the premotor cortex for one cohort 
of subjects and broca’s area for another cohort. Faux 
rtMs will be used on a control group. After receiv-
ing rtMs, subjects will perform the behavioral experi-
ments laid out in this experiment. We will then employ 
the data analysis techniques described in this paper to 
look for changes in the priming pattern after rtMs.  
If the results confirm some impairment or change in 
semantic priming due to rtMs, we will repeat these 
experiments on increasingly specific regions of the 
cortex, guided by the somatotopic organization of the 
premotor cortex.
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